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A NOTE ON A THEOREM OF AHERN AND SARASON

JAMES DUDZIAK

ABSTRACT. A strong weak* maximality theorem due to Ahem and Sarason is simply

deduced from a more easily obtained and weaker maximality theorem of Garnett.

Throughout this note it is assumed that AT is a compact subset of the complex

plane C such that A (A') is hypodirichlet. Recall that this means that the uniform

closure of Re A (AT) in CR(3A") has finite codimension and that the real-linear span

of log|A( A")"11 is uniformly dense in CR(3A~). For z e K, it follows that Mz, the set

of representing measures on 3 K for the complex homomorphism z of A (A"), is finite

dimensional and that there is a unique positive measure Xz on 3A" such that

log|/(z)| = / log|/|c/Xz for each /eü(í)"1. This measure Xz is called the

logmodular measure or Arens-Singer measure for the complex homomorphism z of

R(K). Consideration of exp A (A") shows X, to be in Mz. Denote the weak* closure

of R(K) in L°°(XZ) by H°°(XZ). Ahern and Sarason have proven the following.

Theorem A. i/°°(Ar) is a maximal weak* closed subalgebra of U°{XZ) [ASI, 14.5

and 15].

Notice that Theorem A is a generalization of the well-known fact that the algebra

Hcc(dO/2iT) of bounded analytic functions on the unit disc is a maximal weak*

closed subalgebra of Lx{d6/2ir). In [AS2], Ahern and Sarason comment that

Theorem A "comes near the end of a long paper and depends in an essential way on

many of the earlier results in that paper. A more direct proof of Theorem

A... would... be of interest." A little later Garnett obtained a short proof of the

following weaker version of Theorem A.

Theorem B. H0C{XZ) is maximal among the subalgebras of LX(XZ) on which Xz is

multiplicative [Gar, 3.7 and the comment afterward or S, 26.34].

The purpose of this note is to show that with a little effort Theorem A can be

deduced from Theorem B. The only other fact needed from the theory of hypo-

dirichlet algebras is the following. It lies close to the surface.

Theorem C. Each measure in Mz is absolutely continuous with respect to Xz [ASI,

Corollary 1 to 3.1 or S, 23.13 and 26.32].
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A few comments on the references [Gar] and [S] seem called for. First, both

references define H°°(XZ) differently than here. However, both references contain

propositions showing that the two definitions lead to the same result, namely, [Gar,

3.6] and [S, 23.14]. Second, both references assume not that A(A") is hypodirichlet,

but more stingently that C\K has only finitely many components. However, an

inspection of the proofs of the results quoted reveal that all that is used is the

hypodirichlicity of A(A~). Incidently, [S, 26.26] shows that A(A") is hypodirichlet

whenever C \ A" has only finitely many components.

Define a complex homomorphism (¡>z of HX(XZ) by 4>z(f) = /fdXz for each

/€ HX(XZ). Then

(*) 4>Af) =/(*)    for each / g A( A").

Let J( denote the maximal ideal space of LX(XZ) and look upon HX(XZ) as

residing in C{J(). Although HX(XZ) need not be a uniform algebra on J( (it need

not separate points), retaining uniform algebra terminology, a positive measure ¡u on

M such that <>z(/) = / fd¡i for each /g HX(XZ) is called a representing measure

for the complex homomorphism <j>z of HX(XZ). Notice that L1(XZ) C LX(ÂZ)** =

L°°(AZ)* = C{Jt)* = the space of measures on M. The only nonstandard fact

needed from the general theory of uniform algebras is the following, valid for any

A(A^), hypodirichlet or not. It too lies close to the surface.

Theorem D. The set of representing measures on M for the complex homomor-

phism <¡>z of HX(XZ) is the weak* closure in the space of measures on Jt of

MZC\L\XZ) [Gam, IV.2.3].

Proof of Theorem A. Let A be a weak* closed subalgebra of L°°(AZ) containing

HX(XZ). It must be shown that A = LX(XZ) or HX(XZ). If z g 3A", then Xz is

clearly the point mass at z and the desired conclusion follows trivially. Because of

this, it may, and will, be assumed that z g A" °.

Case I ((f - w)"1 G A for each w in the part of R(K) containing z). Let ju. be a

weak* continuous annihilator of A, i.e., let p, absolutely continuous with respect to

Xz, be such that / fd¡i = 0 for each /g A. Since A(AT) Q A, p ± R(K). Assume

that jû(vv) ¥= 0. By the proof of [Gam, II.8.5], ju(f)/(fi(w)(Ç - w)) is a complex

representing measure for the complex homomorphism w of R(K). By [Gam, II.2.2],

there exists a representing measure for the complex homomorphism w of R(K) that

is absolutely continuous with respect to p. Since ¡i is absolutely continuous with

respect to Az, [Gam, VI.2.2] implies that w is in the part of A (A") containing z. But

then (f - w)'x g A by assumption, so fi.(w) = j d¡j.(t;)/(C — w) — 0. This con-

tradiction shows that jit = 0 area—a.e. on C. By [Gam, II.8.3], /x = 0. By the

Hahn-Banach theorem, A = L°°(AZ).

Case II. ((f - w)~l <£ A for some w in the part of R(K) containing z). Theorem C

and [Gam, VI.1.2] imply that Xw and \z are mutually absolutely continuous. Hence

L°°(A J - L°°(XZ) and HX(XW) = HX(XZ). Because of this, it may, and will, be

assumed that w = z. Then, since (f — z)'1 £ A, there exists a complex homomor-

phism (¡> of A such that <#>(£) = z.
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Let /g Hx(Xz). Choose a net {/a} of rational functions with poles off K

converging weak* in L°°(XZ) to /. Set g(f ) ■ (/(f) - </>z(/))/(f ~ *)• Since z g AT0

and Xz is on 3A", one easily verifies that (/„(f) —/a(z))/(£ - 2) converges weak* in

LX(XZ) to g. Hence /(f) - fc(/) = g(fX* - 2) where g g #°°(Xz). Clearly then

(**) *(/) = *,(/)    foreach/G7/-(Xz).

Define a hnear functional L on the real-linear span of log|^4_1| by L(L„cn log|/„|)

= L„cnlog|^)(/M)|. A standard argument shows L to be well defined with norm one

(see, for example, the proof of [Gam, IV.7.1]). Invoke the Hahn-Banach theorem to

get a norm-preserving linear extension of L to all of C^fJf) and then invoke Riesz's

representation theorem to get a measure ft on M of norm one such that

(***) log|<i>(/)| = J lo$\ f\dp   for each/ g A'1.

Consideration of exp^l shows that

(****) <b(f) = J fdp    foreach/G/1.

Since HX(XZ) ç A, (**) and (****) imply that <&(/) = f fdp for each / g Hx(Xz).

As / dp = 1 = / d\p\, ft is positive. Hence ft is a representing measure for the

complex homomorphism <i>z of HX(XZ). By Theorem D, ft is in the weak* closure in

the space of measures on J( of Mz n L\XZ). As Mz n L1(AZ) is finite dimensional

by the hypodirichlicity of R(K), it is also weak* closed. Thus ft is actually a

positive measure on 3K absolutely continuous with respect to Xz.

Since A(K) ç H°°(X2) ç A, (*), (**), and (***) imply that log|/(z)| = / log|/| dp

for each / g A (A")"1. Thus fi is the logmodular measure for the complex homomor-

phism z of R(K), i.e., ft = Xz. But then (****) becomes <>(/) = / fdXz for each

/Gy4. Since </> is multiplicative on A, Xz is now multiplicative on A. Hence

Theorem B implies that A = HX(XZ).   D

In [D, IV.l] it is shown that each measure in Mz is mutually absolutely continuous

with respect to Xz. Thus in Theorem A, Xz can be replaced by any representing

measure on 3A" for the complex homomorphism z of A(K).
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